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            Abstract
The majority of targeted therapies for non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) are directed against oncogenic drivers that are more prevalent in patients with light exposure to tobacco smoke1,2,3. As this group represents around 20% of all patients with lung cancer, the discovery of stratified medicine options for tobacco-associated NSCLC is a high priority. Umbrella trials seek to streamline the investigation of genotype-based treatments by screening tumours for multiple genomic alterations and triaging patients to one of several genotype-matched therapeutic agents. Here we report the current outcomes of 19 drug–biomarker cohorts from the ongoing National Lung Matrix Trial, the largest umbrella trial in NSCLC. We use next-generation sequencing to match patients to appropriate targeted therapies on the basis of their tumour genotype. The Bayesian trial design enables outcome data from open cohorts that are still recruiting to be reported alongside data from closed cohorts. Of the 5,467 patients that were screened, 2,007 were molecularly eligible for entry into the trial, and 302 entered the trial to receive genotype-matched therapy—including 14 that re-registered to the trial for a sequential trial drug. Despite pre-clinical data supporting the drug–biomarker combinations, current evidence shows that a limited number of combinations demonstrate clinically relevant benefits, which remain concentrated in patients with lung cancers that are associated with minimal exposure to tobacco smoke.
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                    Fig. 1: Scheme of the umbrella phase II NLMT, recruiting patients with advanced NSCLC.[image: ]


Fig. 2: The progress of patients through SMP2 and NLMT arms A–H.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Estimates of primary outcome measures for 19 drug–biomarker cohorts in NLMT grouped according to 4 modules of genomic aberrations.[image: ]


Fig. 4: OR rates and best percentage change in sum of target lesion diameters across 19 reported cohorts in NLMT according to smoking history and histology.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              For NLMT data, scientifically sound proposals from appropriately qualified Research Groups will be considered for data sharing. Requests should be made by returning a completed Data Sharing Request Form and curriculum vitae of the lead applicant and statistician to newbusiness@trials.bham.ac.uk. The Data Sharing Request Form captures information on the specific requirements of the research, the statistical analysis plan, and the intended publication schedule. The request will be reviewed independently by the Cancer Research UK Clinical Trials Unit (CRCTU) Directors at University of Birmingham in discussion with the Chief Investigator and relevant Trial Management Group and independent Trial Steering Committee. In making their decision the Director’s Committee will consider the scientific validity of the request, the qualifications of the Research Group, the views of the Chief Investigator, Trial Management Group and Trial Steering Committee, consent arrangements, the practicality of anonymizing the requested data and contractual obligations. Where the CRCTU Directors and appropriate Trial Committees are supportive of the request, and where not already obtained, consent for data transfer will be sought from the Sponsor of the trial before notifying the applicant of the outcome of their request. It is anticipated that applicants will be notified of a decision within 3 months of receipt of the original request. The results published here are based in part on data generated by TCGA pilot project established by the NCI and the National Human Genome Research Institute. The data were retrieved through database of Genotypes and Phenotypes (dbGaP) authorization (accession number: phs000178.v10.p8). TRACERx sequencing datasets used in this study are described in Hanjani et al.11 and Abbosh et al.32.

            

Code availability

              
              NLMT statistical analysis code is available for download from the Github repository (https://github.com/pfletchergit/NLMT_Nature2020).
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Reasons for attrition and median testing turnaround time in the SMP2 study.
a, Reasons why patients enrolled in SMP2 did not enter NLMT were collected for a subset of patients (n = 1,433). PD, progressive disease; 1L, first-line treatment; 2L, second-line treatment; 3L, third-line treatment. b, Median turnaround time (TAT) of SMP2 testing. Turnaround time was measured in days from the 18 SMP2 clinical sites that recruited patients. This consists of the median time from when informed consent was received from the patient to enter SMP2 to the tissue sample being sent for testing (grey bars) and from receipt of the tissue sample at the SMP2 technical hubs to the release of the SMP2 screening report (orange bars).


Extended Data Fig. 2 Heat map of all 28 genes for patients registered to the 19 reported cohorts in NLMT.
Detailed 28-gene NGS panel results were available for 283 patients included in the reported analysis, organized by molecular cohort and drug treatment. Green elements indicate wild-type or tier 3 aberration, red indicates a tier 1 or tier 2 aberration, and black a fail.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Posterior probability distribution plots by cohort for median PFS in months, DCB rate and OR rate.
Plots show the posterior probability distribution for true values of the relevant outcome measure, given the prior probability distribution and the observed data. The blue dotted line indicates the median of the posterior distribution. Given the prior and the observed data, there is an equal probability that the true value is greater than or less than the median value. Median PFS uses an inverse-gamma distribution with a prior of IG(0.001, 0.001), which provides minimal information and hence the posterior is dominated by the observed data in the trial. DCB and OR rate use a beta distribution, with a prior of Beta(1,1), which attributes equal probability to all possible rates of response from 0%–100%, and contributes data to the posterior equivalent to two trial patients. This will therefore be more influential at early stages of recruitment, but as more patients contribute their results the posterior will be dominated by the trial data. Bayesian estimates and 95% credible intervals for the true median PFS, DCB rate and OR rate are generated from these posterior probability distributions, together with PP and PPoS.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Waterfall plots for 19 drug–biomarker cohorts from NLMT.
Plots are grouped according to 4 genomic modules of genomic aberrations showing, for each patient, the best percentage change in sum of target lesion diameters according to RECIST.


Extended Data Fig. 5 PIK3CA amplifications in the TCGA LUAD and LUSC cohort.
a, Bar plot of oncogenes that are in close genomic proximity to PIK3CA and are gained or amplified (co-amplified) on the same SCNA segment with PIK3CA. The height of the bars represents the number of tumours that have the particular oncogene co-amplified with PIK3CA. b, Heat map indicating whether oncogenes are co-amplified on the same SCNA segment with PIK3CA. In a, b, genes are ordered on the basis of genomic location. Dark pink shading indicates that the corresponding SCNA segment was amplified, whereas green shading indicates that the corresponding SCNA segment was gained. c, Density plot indicating the frequency of the sizes of SCNA segments harbouring an amplification or gain involving PIK3CA. The distribution representing LUAD cases is indicated in red, while the distribution representing LUSC cases is indicated in blue. d, Bar plot indicating the sizes of the SCNA segments harbouring the PIK3CA amplification/gain for each TCGA case. Bars are coloured according to cancer type (red, LUAD; blue, LUSC). SCNA segments in b, d are in the same order. Only TCGA cases with a PIK3CA gain or amplification (n = 524 of 1,010) are included in this plot.


Extended Data Fig. 6 PIK3CA amplifications in the TRACERx 100 cohort.
a, Bar plot of oncogenes which are in close genomic proximity to PIK3CA and are gained or amplified (co-amplified) on the same SCNA segment with PIK3CA. The height of the bars represents the number of tumours that have the particular oncogene co-amplified with PIK3CA. b, Heat map indicating whether oncogenes are co-amplified on the same SCNA segment with PIK3CA. In a, b, genes are ordered on the basis of genomic location. The shading in the heat map indicates the type of SCNA affecting the genomic segment encompassing PIK3CA. As TRACERx data are multi-regional, some segments are assigned two different SCNAs (for example, “gain_neutral” indicates that this case harboured a subclonal gain in PIK3CA, where the gain was observed in some regions of that tumour, whereas other regions of that tumour were copy-number neutral at the same locus). c, Density plot indicating the frequency of the sizes of SCNA segments harbouring an amplification or gain involving PIK3CA. The distribution representing LUAD cases is indicated in red, the distribution representing LUSC cases is indicated in blue, and the distribution representing other NSCLC is indicated in green. d, Bar plot indicating the sizes of the SCNA segments harbouring the PIK3CA gain or amplification for each TRACERx case. Bars are coloured according to cancer type (red, LUAD; blue, LUSC; green, other NSCLC). SCNA segments in b, d are in the same order. Only TRACERx cases with a PIK3CA gain or amplification (n = 45 of 100) are included in this plot.


Extended Data Table 1 Baseline characteristics for patients recruited to targeted treatment arms in NLMTFull size table


Extended Data Table 2 Details of targeted drugs included in the NLMTFull size table


Extended Data Table 3 Primary outcome measures for each drug–biomarker cohort in NLMTFull size table


Extended Data Table 4 Adverse reactions by treatment arm in NLMTFull size table
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